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Berlin, 24. Juni 2016

Polytope Booking is now expanding into India
Berlin/Mumbai, June 24th 2016
Polytope Booking establishes a branch in India’s 12 million
metropolis and is now represented internationally. Under the umbrella of Guesstimate GmbH, the
Berlin booking agency starts a counterpart in Mumbai. Polytope is extending their international
roster next to artists like Alle Farben, YOUNOTUS, Pretty Pink, Stereo Express & Parra for Cuva.
From the years of work by Polytope Booking, the Asian market was extrapolated to Berlin booking.
Therefore, it was only logical for their internationally oriented network to not only have a local
partner but also an overseas branch in Mumbai. From now on, Aneesha Kotwani takes over the
booking in Mumbai.
"My relationship with Polytope Booking started when I met Marcel during my visit to Berlin. It was
great to see the passion and drive he had as an agent and individual who works in this hard space
that we have all chosen to develop our careers in, by choice. I've always wanted to bridge the gap
and collaborate with people on a similar wavelength and hence I am extremely happy to represent
a great pool of talents here in Asia and at the same time, keeping an eye out on exciting, new,
emerging talents that could be included in the Polytope Asia family." Aneesha Kotwani
In Germany, Philipp Willms and Marcel Runge supervise the artists. “This aim to engage faster and
more eﬀectively with our artists is emphasized. With Aneesha, we gain a forceful, reliable partner in
Mumbai, who guides our artists with her through expertise.“ Phillip Willms | Polytope Booking
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